WATSON CLASS OF MAY 2016
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
SENIOR SURVEY RESULTS

DESIRER POST-GRAD DESTINATION

98% RESPONSE RATE
*Senior Survey Results up to 6 months after graduation

DATA SOURCE:
Preliminary Destinations Report from the Class of May 2016 Senior Survey. Total number of survey respondents was 42.

33% SEEKING EMPLOYMENT

5% OTHER PURSUITS

62% CONTINUING EDUCATION

DESTINATION: EMPLOYMENT

71% EMPLOYED

29% LOOKING

AVERAGE SALARY: $76,000*

* Reported Average Salary is based on a low response rate.

EMPLOYERS

Appian
DESCO Medical Service
Epic Systems
GE Healthcare

DESTINATION: CONTINUING EDUCATION

96% ENROLLED

4% LOOKING

GRADUATE SCHOOLS

Binghamton University
Cornell University
Columbia University
Duke University
SUNY Finger Lakes Community College
SUNY Stony Brook
University of Edinburgh
University of Minnesota
University of Pittsburgh
University of Rochester
University of Southern California